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plate and angle bar applied thereto.
In each of the figures of the drawings 0 in

One chief feature of the invention resides in

providing an undercut anchoring channel or
groove in the plate in juxtaposition and paral
lel to a side face exactly transverse to the work
Supporting face of Said plate.
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from the opposite direction and with an angle

This invention relates to a surface or checking
plate structure.
The chief object of the present invention is to
provide Such a structure which is adapted for
Substantially universal use, eliminates excessive
Wear and make available Substantially the en
tire Surface area of the plate proper for work re
ception.
O

dicates the base of a checking plate having the
Substantially perfect plane Surface on top 2.
One edge i3 defines the upper end of side face
f4 exactly at right angles to surface f.
Parallel to face 4 and herein fairly close to
edge 3 there is formed in the top a channel
or groove 5 which has one side undercut as at
A6. This may take many forms, and if desired,
Said opposite side may be undercut, so the chan

nel is keystone sectioned or T-shaped as desired.
A head stock bearing 7 and tail stock bearing
F8 may be associated with the aforesaid as illus
trated in Fig. 1 and more particularly in Fig. 2
wherein 9 indicates the plate face of base 29
having at right angles thereto side flange 2

Another chief feature of the invention resides

in providing a side face on Said plate exactly
transverse to the Work Supporting face thereof
and arranging Said Side face for riser plate and

like mounting thereon and at any desired in

with face 22 transverse to face 9. This stock
clination,
with faces 22
Still another feature of this invention resides 20 is seated on plate portion top
and f4 abutting and faces 9 and abutting.
in the tail and head stock centering units to be

For stock retention a clamping hook 23, hav
ing angular end 24 seated in the undercut groove,

Supported by said plate in coaxial alignment.

A further feature of this invention resides in

the adjustable center bar.

extends through angular bore 25 and the threaded

in the angle plate and its mounting.
Other objects and features of the invention will
be set forth more fully hereinafter.

ing down on the nut draws the stock so the four

Still a father feature of this invention resides 25 outer end of said hook mounts nut 26. Tighten

surfaces abut as described and Such hook and

nutrigidly clamps the stock to the plate.
{Obviously the simplest form is to have such

The full nature of the invention will be un

undercut groove coextensive with the surface

derstood from the accompanying drawings and
tha following description and claim.
In the drawings:
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the plate proper

and thus the two stocks can be mounted from
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opposite ends of the groove. The axial distance
therebetween is adjusted as desired or required
and the clamp nuts turned down. Since flange
2 prevents turning but one clamp is required
for retaining each stock bearing. The work in
Fig. 1 is indicated by letter W. One of the clamps
(8) may be of fixed center type and the other
(f) may be quick axial adjustable type, See
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part 27.

and aligned centering bearings applied thereto.

Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view taken on
line 2-2 of Fig. 1 and in the direction of the
arOWS.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the plate proper,
a riser plate applied thereto, and an angle plate
adjustably mounted upon the riser plate and in
clined to the plate proper.
Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional view taken on
line 4-3 of Fig. 3 in the direction of the 3rroWS.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the plate proper,
a center bar adjustably mounted thereon and
inclined to the plate proper, and the aligned
bearings mounted upon said center bar.
Fig. 6 is a rear elevational view of the center
bar and plate proper connection.
Fig. 6A is a similar view of a semi-circular type
of center bar.

From Fig. 1 it is obvious that substantially all
the area of surface f is available for use and

only the back edge portion is utilized for stock
mounting purposes.
In Fig. 3 the plate proper has projecting up
Wardly from surface a riser plate 39 with sur
face 3 exactly transverse to Surface . The
base
includes mounting face 29 transverse to

Surface
50

and the face includes diagonally op

posite threaded holes 28d and 28b therein (see
also Fig. 4).

Riser plate 3 includes matching openings 32d,
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of another embodi
and 32b therethrough, Bolts 33d and 33b ex
ment of the bed or base plate with riser plate
tend through the respective riser plate openings
and aligned bearing structures applied thereto.
Fig. 8 is a similar view of the same base plate 55 and thread into the respective base openings to
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4.

3
secure the riser plate to the base and with the

fol' utilization in Squaring a riser plate or similar

adaptation to bring any duplicating application
back to Original position. The several pads may
be drilled and tapped suitable for the applica
tion of bolts, bushings, pins or the like for ap
plication mounting. Same, however, except for
the center pad holes are omitted herefrom for

two surfaces exactly transverse to each other.
Work may be clamped to the riser plate and
checked with reference to the surface ff.
Herein, however, for purposes of illustration,
the riser plate is centrally apertured at 35, See

Fig. 4, and same, on surface 3 , is counterSunk

ClearneSS.

or bored as at 36 to form a seat to receive bOSS
37 on angle piate 38 having two tranSVerse faces

39 and 80 and a pair of reenforcing WebS Or
fianges 4.
Coaxial with the boss 37 is the aperture 42
and same registers with aperture 35 when the

When two riser plates, see Figs, 3 and 4, are
10

reference.

In Fig. 8 there is illustrated an angle plate
having base 2) resting upon surface
. This
plate has riser portion 28, Slotted as at 202 to
receive a, base 203 vertically slidable in Said slot
and rigidly Secured at the adjusted elevation.
This base rotatably mounts the circular portion
2S having a pair of arcuate and coaxial slots

boss is bore seated. The boss and seat are Cir

cularly shaped so that the angle plate may be
positioned with face 39 at any desired inclination
to surface E. Means 3 extending through both
apertures clamp the riser plate and angle plate
together in adjusted relation. To the angle plate
the work W again can be clamped,
Reference will now be had to Figs. 5 and 6

205 therein. Screws 206 carried by base 203

clampingly lock base portion 204 in the angul
larly adjusted position upon base 203.
The latter has indicator 207 (a line) to co

where, for purposes of illustration. Only, the co

axial bearing application is repeated. Howevel,
herein these bearing units are Similarly Secured

to an adjusting bar 50 having formed thereOn

Operate With the angle scale 208 on the beveled
face of base 204, Rigid with said base is the
elongated bar 209 similar to bar 50 except herein
the quadrant or Semi-circular adjustable an

two angular (90°) faces 5 and 52 with groove

53 therein undercut as at 53a. Face 5 abuts face

29 on base O. Bar 58 may be used alone with
the bearings when desired by merely resting Sane
on plate Surface .
For angular adjustment bar 58 includes aper
ture 54 and quadrant portion 55 recessed at 56
for lightening the bar. This quadrant has
arcuate slot 57 therein coaxial with aperture 54.

Means 58 and 59, extending through aperture
54 and slot 5', are threaded into apertures 28a.

and 28b, respectively, and clamp the bar in the
inclined position desired, the bar pivoting on

anchorage 58.

Naturally if the bar is to have tilting nove
ment to left, opposite to that shown in FigS. 5
and 6, the quadrant will extend oppositely. If

it is desired that the bar be capable of adjust
ment either to the right or left, the quarter circle
portion, instead of being approximately 90 will
be replaced by a semi-circular portion of ap
proximately 180°, and the coaxial arcuate slot

will be correspondingly elongated and naturally
extend through or across bar 59 at the mounting
end thereof and as shown in Fig. 6A.

In all of the foregoing embodiments, it Will
be observed that when the stocks, slotted bar,

riser plate and angle plate are base plate mounted

Saving of “set up' time will result. Also, note
that such assemblies leave the major portion of
the base plate area available for Working Space.

Also, note that because certain of the assemblies
are of side mounting type, the Wear On Surface
of heavy parts is eliminated or materially re
duced. The present invention also is Substan
tially universally adaptable in character.
In Figs. 7 and 8 of the drawings the base plate
has the top portion 2 with top face or
surface

. The back includes central mount

ing pad 29 and two end coplanar pads 60. This
plate has the rear Surface it, Surfaces
and
having edge 3 therebetween. Parallel
thereto is the undercut groove 5.
At each rear corner and exactly transverse to

corner mounted, the result is a true 90° angle
therebetween which can be used in such cases
Where the Work requires triple transverse plane

chorage is omitted. Mounted in groove 20 are
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the longitudinally aligned bearings 2 and 22
identical, if desired, to bearings 8 and f re
spectively, see FigS. 1 and 5.

Herein the lower face of said bar 209 has a
pair of Spaced notches 23 therein which have
tWO transverse faces 24 and 25 and the slop
ing throat face 26. In each notch is secured

a bearing cylinder 27 by means of a filister head

or Allen cap screw 28 which extends through
the cylinder into the bar and has its head
Countersunk in Said cylinder. The longitudinal
axis of this screW is at 45 to the faces 25 and

24 and intersects the vortex of the 90° angle
formed thereby.
The depth of the notch 23 is approximately
5 that of the radius of cylindrical bearing member
2 . This positioning does not interfere with
the utilization of Said bearing member over a
Wide range of angle adjustment.
The two cylinders are equidistant from the
central pivotal axis of bar 209, and spacing block
or gauge 220 is equivalent to the sine of the de
sired angle when the lower cylinder rests upon
surface
and the lower end of gauge block
220 also rests thereon and the upper cylinder
55.5 rests upon the opposite end of said gauge block.
The foregoing constitutes a universal sine bar
center which has angular adjustment of 45° in
either direction with reference to the Surface
fl. This structure is particularly accurate and
CO capable of rapid adjustment for concentricity
and angular dimensioning and eliminates the

necessity of using female gauges.
The key way can be so dimensioned that the
universal sine bar center may be mounted there
in instead of the angle plate 200-20 illustrated,
provided the mounting pad keyway be slotted as
the angle plate is slotted at 202. The groove 5
in the top f 2 also may be slotted for the same

pads 6G and surface
are the transverse or TO pupOSe.
While the invention has been illustrated and
side pads it and
. The latter is coextensive
described in great detail in the drawings and
with the side of the base plate.
foregoing description, the same is to be con
Herein pads 6, central pad f29 and Side pads
fle and
have coplanar grooves or horizontal
Sidered as illustrative and not restrictive in
key Ways 6 , 23ac, 72 and 73, respectively, 75 character.
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The invention claimed is:

A checking plate having a pair of transversely
positioned faces, means abutting one face and
projecting upWardly from the other face, and a

plurality of clamping structures securing said 5

means to that one face, said means at the end
Number
abutting said one face having a laterally pro
1,355,809
jecting portion. With an arcuate slot coaxial with
1,366,396
one clamping structure and operatively asso
2,201,454
ciated with the other clamping structure, the 10 2,359,018
said means further including a pair of trans
2,369,425
versely positioned faces and a groove in at least
one of said last mentioned faces and parallel to
the other of said last mentioned faces, the groove Number
being undercut, means having two transverse sur
136,001
faces arranged in reentrant formation for abut
328,840
ting engagement of the two last mentioned trans
52,167
verse faces, and a clamping structure having a
portion seated in the undercut groove for clamp
ingly securing the last mentioned means to the 20
first mentioned means.
GILBERT C. WEIS.
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